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Abstract
We investigate in detail two dimensional zero curvature conditions with special emphasis on
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constructed in terms of a projective connection. Our analysis is based on the Kostant decomposition
of simple Lie algebras in terms of representations with respect to their 'principal' SL{2) subalgebra.
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1 Introduction

The construction of covariant differential operators in terms of projective connections (i.e.
quadratic differentials with a schwarzian derivative as inhomogeneous term in their transforma-
tion law), has attracted a certain amount of interest since some time in the investigation of the
integrability properties of nonlinear dynamical systems. The fact that Môbius invariant differential
operators can be expressed in terms of the schwarzian derivative was employed in [1] in a general
recursive construction (see also [2], and [3] for a review).

More recently, aiming at a clarification of the relation between integrable systems and conformai
field theory, the issue of the construction of such covariant differential operators in relation with
H^-algebras has been addressed in [4], [5], [6], based essentially on the arguments of Drinfeld and
Sokolov [7].

Among other things it was the appearance of structures of integrable hierarchies in the matrix
model formulation of two dimensional gravity which has led to a strong belief that deep connections
between integrable models and two dimensional conformai field theories should exist, calling for
reconciliation of integrable hierarchies with conformai structures.

Already some time ago Gervais and Neveu pointed out a close analogy between the Virasoro
algebra and the second hamiltonian structure occurring in the description of the KdV hierarchy
[8], [9], [10]. This observation was generalized subsequently to the supersymmetric case [11] and
further pursued in [12].

More recently, relations between the SL(2) zero curvature formulation of integrable systems and
the anomalous Ward identities for the energy-momentum tensor have been proposed in [13], [14],
along with a generalization to the corresponding SL(n) construction and its possible interpretation
in terms of conformai Ward identities of Wn gravity.

In this paper we study, in a rather elementary way, two dimensional zero curvature conditions
with special emphasis on the issue of conformai covariance. As is well known, the basic object in
the context of two dimensional conformai structures is the Beltrami differential which serves to
parametrize inequivalent conformai structures in a globally well defined way. As such, it is clear
that the Beltrami differential plays an important rôle in string theory, resp. conformai field theory
where it couples to the energy-momentum tensor.

For these reasons it will be the central object in our analysis as well. Our démarche is straight-
forward and to a large extend self-contained. In a first step, in section 2, we review in some detail
the case of SL(2) from our point of view. We assign conformai properties to the gauge potentials
such that holomorphic coordinate transformations are included in a concise way. The notion of
schwarzian derivative and projective connection is shown to arise in a very natural way in this
setting.

In section three we investigate the general case, using the Kostant decomposition of simple Lie
algebras [15]: the generators are arranged in representations with respect to the 'principal' SL{2)
subalgebra. The conformai covariance of the complete zero curvature structure written in this basis
is then established by means of the assignment of conformai properties in the SL(2) subsector, as
defined in section 2. In each representation, labeled by SL(2) spin s, occuring in this decomposition,
the gauge potentials are constraint such that just two conformally covariant entities remain: one at
lowest weight, which generalizes the Beltrami differential and one at highest weight, a H-" primary
field of spin s + 1. We then point out how the higher order covariant differential operators arise
through an explicit recursive procedure.

In section 4, as an illustration of the general discussion we present the example of SL(3) in



some detail, making contact with earlier investigations [13], [14] and extent our methods to discuss
then the infinite dimensional wedge subalgebra of Wi+00 along the same lines.

In section 5 we proceed with O5p(l|2) as a supersymmetric example, which is in a rather
obvious way the generalization of the SL(2) construction, given the Beltrami parametrization of
the corresponding superspace geometry [16], [17].



2 SL(2) gauge structure and conformai covariance

Consider the differential one-forms

Il = mkLk, (2.1)

in two dimensions which take their values in the Lie algebra of SL(2), i.e.

[Lk,L,] = (k-l)Lk+h (2.2)

for the values k, I = —1,0, +1. The mk are differential one-forms in two dimensions, parametrized
as follows:

mk = dz mz
k + dz m / . (2.3)

Gauge transformations are defined as

3Q =g(lg-l+gdg-\ (2.4)

where g = g(a~,au,a+). With these definitions the ««variant fieldstrength takes the form

F = dn-nn = FkLk, (2.5)

with coefficients
Fm = dmm + I mkml 6l+k

m, (2.6)

and summation over repeated indices is understood. In some more detail we have

F' 1 = dm'1 +m-lmu, (2.7)
F0 = dm"+ 2m- ' m + \ (2.8)

F+1 = dm+l-m+im". (2.9)

We impose the zero curvature condition

F* = 0, (2.10)

and identify
m'1 = nz = dz + dznt*. (2.11)

This choice assigns conformai weight - 1 to m~' and triggers the conformai properties of m"
and m+ 1 as well. First of all, requiring the conformai weights of the various terms in the zero
curvature condition to match correctly leads us to parametrize

m0 = x = dz X2 + dz Xs, (2-12)

and
m+1 = A, = dz\zz+dz\iz. (2.13)

In this notation the zero curvature conditions take the form

dp'+f x = 0, (2.14)
dX + 2y,z\z = 0, (2.15)

dXz-XzX = 0. (2.16)



Due to the constant term in the definition of fiz, the quadratic terms in the first two equations
actually contain linear pieces. As a consequence, the coefficients xz

 an<l Xzz
 c a n be expressed as

Xz = ( & + x J / i / , (2.17)

Xzz = MA, + ̂ (4+X,) / i . ! -^X, . (2-18)

Finally, substituting for xz and X22 in the third equation yields, with very little algebraic effort

2 (xzz + -d2x2 - ^x2X2) =O2 (zz 2x2 ^x2X2)

2X22O2It2
2 +pz

z O2X22 + \(02-X2)O2[O2+ Xz)n/- (2.19)

In the light of the analysis presented so far, it is suggestive to establish conformai covariance
in requiring that X2 transforms as a gauge potential under holomorphic changes of coordinates
z —• w(z) such that O2 + xz

 a e t s a s a covariant derivative on fiz
z. In more explicit terms, we assign

transformation laws '

M.-"' = ^1 A*,% (2.20)

and
"

with primes attached to w denoting derivatives with respect to z. Moreover, X22 transforms as a
quadratic differential, i.e.

2

As is well known [17], given this transformation law for X2 » the combination

d \

transforms as a protective connection, i.e.

\xzX2 (2-23)

^ 7 P ^ " -S22(W)), (2.24)

with the schwarzian derivative,

)'*••<->-£)'-KS)1-
as inhomogeneous term.

At this stage, a simple reshuffling of terms in the third order covariant derivative appearing
above allows to establish the identity 2

{8*-Xz)OzWz+ X1)P*' = {dzdtdt + d, • *tz + x»dz)nS. (2.26)

This shows in particular that in the final zero curvature equation only the combination

A,, = 2A2, +Tr21, (2.27)

'recall here the special SL(2) gauge transformation of parameter a", i.e.

«<"">m-' = m - ' e i p ( + a " ) , »l""»m" = m" -da", »<""W = m + 'exp(-a")
'as a simple example of more general structures [J], [3], [5]



of the 'projective connection' nzz and the quadratic differential A22 appears such that we are simply
left with

O5A22 = {dzdzdz + O2 • A22 + Kzzdz)tiz
z. (2.28)

We have thus shown that the third order differential operator

^ = dzdzdz + 8Z • A22 + A22S2 (2.29)

acts covariantly on tensors of conformai weight minus one, provided A22 transforms inhomoge-
neously with a schwarzian derivative. The disappearance of \ z corresponds to a special SL(2)
gauge transformation of parameter 2a+ = ~xz, which, when acting on A22 has the form of a Miura
transformation [3].

Observe that the same differential operator appears also in the second hamiltonian structure of
the KdV equation.

As to possible relations between the anomalous conservation equation of the energy momentum
tensor in two dimensional conformai theory and the KdV hierarchy we refer to [13], [14].

Here we wish to point out shortly, that the structures presented so far can be easily generalized
such that a consistent BRS differential algebra can be derived geometrically, in imitation of the
gauge and ghost field geometry of Yang-Mills theory.

The prescription consists in enlarging the space of differential forms considered so far, in taking
into account geometrically ghost fields, i.e.

jxz = fiz+cz, x = X + c, A2 = A 2 +c 2 J (2.30)

and defining the generalized exterior derivative d — d + s. The zero curvature conditions in this
enlarged setting then read

dfiz+ii*x = 0, (2.31)
dX + 2fizXz = 0, (2.32)

d~K - Â2x = 0. (2.33)

Going through this set of equations at ghost numbers one and two allows, first of all to express
the dependent variables and to show that the ensuing BRS differential algebra closes on fiz *, cz

and A22 in the following simple way (see also [18]):

SHZ
Z = dzc

z - nz
zdzc* + czdz»z

z, (2.34)

scz = -czdzc
z, (2.35)

sAzz = {dzdzdz + dz • A22 + A22^2) c*. (2.36)

This completes the parenthesis on the geometrical BRS structure pertaining to the SL(2) zero
curvature condition.

In closing we stress that the discussion of this section is based on the identification of the
SL(2) gauge potential m~' with the Beltrami differential nz = dz + dzfiz

z, soldering SL(2) gauge
transformations with holomorphic coordinate transformations. Then, as a consequence of the
covariance of the zero curvature conditions, xz

 ls absorbed in a redefinition of A22, leaving as
independent fields fiz

z, covariant of conformai weight minus one and A22, which transforms as a
projective connection.



3 Some general considerations

The following discussion is based on the fact [15], that the generators of any simple Lie algebra
G can be arranged in representations with respect to the principal SL{2) subalgebra. In this basis
it is convenient to note the generators with a double index according to the SL{2) spin and its
third component. At spin a + 1 we have 2a -f 3 generators W% with range of indices restricted to

a > 0, and - a - I < k < a + 1. (3.1)

The commutation relations are then defined as

=cft'c
nW'm, (3.2)

and we identify the basic SL{2) at a = 0, i.e. W^ — Lk with commutation relations as defined
in the preceding section. As to the remaining commutators we shall use the convention 6 > 1 for
underlined indices. We parametrize

^] = -<r-(M)wf-., (3-3)
= -IW£, (3.4)

r, - , + (6,Z) Hf+1, (3.5)

with appropriate structure constants <r_(6,/) and <r+(b,l).
The values of SL(2) spins occuring in this decomposition depend on the structure of the par-

ticular Lie algebra, they are given in terms of the Lie algebra exponents [15]. A glance at the table
of exponents (for instance in [19]) shows that a given spin occurs just once, except for the case
of SO(AN) where spin 2N - 1 occurs twice. For example, in SL(3) only a = 0,1, i.e. spins one
and two contribute, whereas G? exhibits a = 0,4, i.e. spins one and five. In the decomposition of
50(8) spins one and five occur once whereas spin three occurs twice.

We propose here to study zero curvature conditions for Lie algebra valued gauge potentials
pertaining to this particular decomposition of the Lie algebra G. We define the corresponding one
forms

n = < WS, (3.6)

where summation over the full range of indices is understood, with

wk
a = dz w J + dz w J. (3.7)

The corresponding curvatures,

F = da - nn = Fn* w^1, (3.8)

are now explicitly given as

Fr
m = dw^--2w

k
aw'b4ir- (3-9)

It is instructive to display separately the fieldstrengths for the values c = 0 and c = ç > 1,
namely

FT = «*«,* - k w* w\, sl+r - \ wk. w[ 4;;\ (3.10)



and

F? = dwt
m + m w\\ w',n + W- ' w[n+' o.(ç, m + 1 ) (3.11)

+«,+ ' < - ' ff+(ç,m-l)-iu;*ii;i4e
ra. (3.12)

At c = O we see that additional contributions may appear compared to the pure SL{2) case. It
is nevertheless possible to assign consistently conformai weights and maintain conformai covariance
very much along the same lines as before. We identify

w"1 = n* = dz + dzfti*, (3.13)

< = X = dz Xz + dz X2, (3.14)

w+1 = A2 = dz A22 + dz A22. (3.15)

For H2
z, X2

 an<i ^Zz we require the same transformation laws as established in the pure SL(2) case.
A consistent scheme is then obtained if the w* transform covariantly with weight k.

In the next step we impose the covariant zero curvature conditions

F™ =- 0, (3.16)

together with the covariant constraints

w* = dz w J + dz w ( a+2) «*+1. (3.17)

In other words we parametrize u;* such that

W 2 5 * = 0 , f o r - a - l < k < a, (3.18)

and we define

The W(a+2) are conformally covariant tensors of weight a + 2. For the moment, the constraint
equations appear here without any further justification or motivation and should be considered as
ansatz, compatible with the conformai structure, which simplify considerably the zero curvature
equations, in particular the quadratic terms.

Let us now have a closer look at these zero curvature conditions. From F"' = 0 we obtain

d < - k to* wit 5l+k
m - ™f+! wl

b C^+1
 bj ,7 = 0. (3.20)

Two of these three equations, namely those at k = - 1 and k — 0 serve to determine X2
 an^ ^z*,

respectively, while the last one, at k = +1, yields a covariant differential equation, which 'measures
the anholomorphicity of A22'. It has the form

^2A22 = {dzdzdz + d2 • A22 + A2292)/x^ + H222(C), (3.21)

where the deviation from the pure SL(2) case is encoded in EiZ2(Ç), which depends, of course, on
the details of the Lie algebra considered.

The explicit expressions of the zero curvature conditions F'" = 0 are given as

dwr" + m x VJ™ + p* if,m+1 (T_(ç, m + 1)

+ A2W^ (T+(C,m - I ) - w£+l wb_ c-+1 j r = 0. (3.22)



For each ç, there are 2c + 3 equations. We first of all emphasize the appearance of the covariant
derivative in terms of \- Then, for the values up to m = ç we have 2c + 2 relations, which, due to
the presence of the term containing / r allow to determine recursively the one-form coefficients w,^
for k > -c. The last equation, at TO — ç f- 1, is then a differential equation which measures the
anholomorphicity of the coefficient u)(r+2)r which is a covariant conformai tensor of weight ç + 2.
In this equation (covariant) derivatives up to order 2ç + 3 appear.

Note that, while at ç = 0 we have the fields (I2*, xz
 alM^ ^i;i a^ each superior level two new

additional independent fields appear, namely V1 — wz<1' , of conformai weight - ç - 1, and
w>(l+Z), of conformai weight ç -+ 2. The details of the equations depend of course on the structure
of the Lie algebra in question.

So far, covariance was ensured due to the presence of \ z with transformation law

( 3 - 2 3 )

A field dependent special 5L(2) gauge transformation g{a+) ~ exp(a+ L+) of parameter 2a ' =
-Xz eliminates X2

 a n d replaces 2A22 by

A , , = 2A 2 , +dzXz- \xzXz, (3-24)

which, as we have seen in the preceding section, transforms with schwarzian derivative as inhomo-
geneous term.

On the other hand it leaves invariant the one-form coefficients u>M, ~ and W^11+2) together with
the constraints imposed above, i.e.

*>*„ = °. for - a- I < k < a. (3.25)

But this means that the recursive solution of the zero curvature conditions works out in the
same way as before. The difference is that now x, has disappeared and that the covariance of the
higher order differential operators in the final equation is ensured solely in terms of A22, which
transforms as a projective connection. More explicitly, in this gauge the explicit expressions of the
zero curvature conditions F'" = 0 are given as

dw'," + /T < > + l <r_(ç,m + 1) -h m dz dzfir "'"'

+ \dz A22 < - ' <r, {c,m - 1) - < + l w[ c;!+, ) ™ = 0. (3.26)

To summarize, the whole system is described in terms of two kinds of variables, corresponding
to the highest, resp. lowest values of SL[I) spin and visualized as white disks in the following
diagram:



J t = - o - 1

- - 5 Or

. - • » Ct • -

, . - 3C t

_-2vQ. • -

W (6)

- • O

A22

The zero curvature condition above is written as a differential two form. In order to see its
structure in some more detail we explicitly display its coefficient.

It is convenient to consider separately the three cases m < ç, m = c and m = ç -f 1.
At m < ç we obtain:

w2 C
m + 1 (T_(Ç, m + 1 ) =

m l
zWzc - 2 « W « (T+ (ç, m -

/ a b m
ib Ca+1 J ç ' (3.27)

where in the last term we have / = m - a — 1, i.e. I < m. For a given value m + l this equation
expresses the coefficients wic

m+l in terms of coefficients at lower values of m, the projective con-
nection A21 and certain covariant tensors itf(a+2)- I11 the last term SL(2) spins different from ç can
contribute, the explicit structure depends of course on the properties of the Lie algebra chosen.
Hence this string of equations serves to recursively eliminate wic

m for — ç < m < +ç at each value

c in favor of the covariant tensors vj ', W(a+2) and the projective connection A12. The same
kind of remark applies to the equation at m = ç, where we obtain:

c+l
W ^ + ' <T_(Ç,Ç+ 1) - /Xi2W(C+2) * - ( & £ + 1) =

" c l . c-l , 1 X , / „5 ^e (3.28)

with / = ç — o — 1. We have written this equation separately because an extra term involving /X2'
appears.

The last equation, at m — ç + 1, has then a completely different structure, namely:

ô,t
c + i r + l

câ+i l-a (3.29)

We emphasize that, after successive substitution, these relations are given in terms of differential
expressions involving only the covariant tensors located on the leftmost and on the rightmost
diagonal in the previous diagram. We know, according to the previous discussion of covariance



properties, that the these differential expressions are covariant due to the appearance a*.d the
special properties of A^,.

We are not aiming here at solving the recursive construction in closed form, which of course
depends on the structure constants of the Lie algebra in the particular decomposition we have used
here. For SL(N) they are given in [20], whereas for the other Lie algebras we have not found them
in the literature so far.

Observe that for w2(
m = 0 the whole system collapses into the set of holomorphicity conditions

fl.f(s+2) = 0. (3-30)

which should be compared to those occuring in the construction of WZNW Toda theories [21], [22].
In particular one might speculate that nonvanishing w^J" could, in some sense, be attributed to
gauged versions of Toda theory or 1WQ gravity' [23] in refation with the Lie algebra Q along similar
lines as in the pure SL(I) case.
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4 Two examples: SL(3) and the wedge algebra

In order to provide an explicit example illustrating the general pioredure described in the
previous section, we present here the zero curvature construction for SL(S) in some detail, as a
prototype for the SL(N) case, which can be treated along the same lines without any conceptual
complications [13], [14]. As a second example, going beyond the finite case, we discuss then the
zero curvature structure defined on the infinite dimensional wedge subalgebra of Wi+~o, giving rise
to an infinite sequence of covariant differential operators.

4.1 SL(3)

The Lie algebra SL(S) is given in terms of W£ for a — 0 and a = 1. We define

W% = Lk, k = - 1 , 0 , +1 (4.1)

W^n = Wm, m = - 2 , - 1 , 0 , + ! , + 2 . (4.2)

The commutation relations are given as

[Lk, L1] = (k-l)L,+k, (4.3)
[Lk,Wm] = (2k-m)Wm+k, (4.4)

and
[Wu.Wf,] = T4L±i, [W±i,W,,] - ±2L±I,
[W+2,W-2\ = -16I 0 , [W+i, W-.] = +2L11, (4.5)
[W±2,W±[\ = 0, [W±2,Wlt] = 0.

Accordingly, the zero curvature conditions are written in terms of gauge potentials w'M k =
- 1 , 0 , + 1 and u>7\ m = - 2 , - 1 , 0 , + 1 , + 2 .

The former will be identified with fiz, x and A2 in the gauge X 2 = O (see [24] for nonvanishing
Xz and subsequent explicit elimination in the final result). We define

w"1 = /r = dz + dz n2\ (4.6)

w|J = X = dzXz, (4-7)

II;,!1 = X2 = l-dz A22 + dz Xiz. (4.8)

For the latter, at spin two, we suppress the index 1, i.e. wT" = w\n, and define

wm = dz wT:' + dz wl11. (4.9)

Following the discussion of the general case in the previous section we impose the constraints

w'"' = 0, /o'- - 2 < m < 4-1. (4.10)

We then define
w~2 = dzvz

zz, (4.11)

and
W+'2 = dz w ( : l )22, + dz u.'+2. (4.12)

11



The basic quantities are thus

Pt1, A«, vz", and u>(3)«2, (4.13)

in terms of which all the other coefficients will be expressed by virtue of the zero curvature condi-
tions.

The corresponding picture is in this case

O • O

z* Azz

Taking into account explicitly the structure constants displayed above, the three zero curvature
conditions at a = 0 take the form

d(iz + fizx = 0, (4.14)

dx + 2//A2 + IGw2W-2 = 0, (4.15)

dXz-Xzx + 4w2w'i = 0, (4.16)

wl. Teas at level a = 1 we have five equations

dwm + m x wm + {m + 3) fiz wm+l + (m - 3) A2 w
m~l = 0, (4.17)

co* - ,spending to the values m = —2, —1,0,+1,+2.
From the first two equations at a = 0 one determines

X-z = dzfi,
z, (4.18)

and
2A22 = iiz A22 + dzdzfiz

z - Uvz"w{3)zzz. (4.19)

The third equation is then a differential equation. Before writing it down, however, let us
discuss the second set of equations fo. the wm. Note, first of all that, due to the constraints, up to
m = 1 only dz derivatives can appear and that the term mxwm appears only at m = 2. For the
same reason, in the last term, (m — $)Xzw

m~A, only A22 can contribute to A2, and, most important,
the term (m + 3)fizwm+1 is responsible for the recursive determination of the u/j?*, i.e.

a;-1 = dzvz", (4.20)

2«;° = d,wj1+ 2Azzv-z", (4.21)

iw- = o,w* A—A»,W- , {'t.Zl)
z * 2 zz z v

iwf2 = ifiz
zwi3)zzz + dzwf +Azzw°z, (4.23)

the last equation being

dzW(3)zzz = 2*2«>(3)222 + dzwf2 + -Azzwfl. (4.24)

12



With this information given we arrive, after recursive substitution, at the equations

8ZAZZ = A^^-8(2vz"8zw(3)zzz+3w(3)zzzdzvz"), (4.25)

and
^ l ' l + 3w{3)zzzdz^, (4.26)

at a — 0 and a = 1, respectively. The third and fifth order covariant differential operators are
defined as (we have suppressed here the indices z)

(4.27)

and
= d5 + 253A + 10AÔ3 + 150Ad2 + 902Ad + 16A0A + 16AAd. (4.28)

It should be clear that the analysis for the more general case of SL(N) can be carried out along
exactly the same lines without any conceptual complications. The relevant decompositions and
commutation relations {>•' IL(N) are given in [20].

4.2 The wedge algebra

Next we wish to apply our procedure to the wedge algebra [25]. It is defined as

[W£,W?\ = ( * ( * + I ) - Z ( o + I ) ) W J + 6 , (4.29)

with the range of indices on the generators W£ restricted to

a > - 1 , and - a - 1 < k < a + 1. (4.30)

In the Jfe, a-plane, the (infinitely many) generators are inclosed in the wedge formed from the
lines k = —a — 1 and k = a +1. The algebra cannot lead out of the wedge because the commutators
of two generators located on the wedge have zero structure constants. Clearly, the commutation
relations

[] (4.31)

(4.32)

(4.33)

show that we are dealing with a decomposition of the infinite dimensional wedge algebra in terms
of representations with respect to the SL(2) subalgebra spanned by W^ n Wy1W^1.

The idea is now again to study zero curvature conditions on the wedge algebra, such that the
SL(2) substructure is parametrized in the same way as discussed before, involving the Beltrami
differential fiz

z and the projective connection A22.
We begin with the definition of Lie-algebra valued one forms, i.e.

« = wk
a W

a
k, (4.34)

where summation over the appropriate range of indices is understood, with

wk
a = dzwj+dzwza

k. (4.35)

13



The corresponding curvatures,

F = dO. - fin = F* Wfc°, (4.36)

are now explicitly given as

Fr
m = d < + l(a + 1) u;J w[ 6k+l

m 6a^b
c. (4.37)

As anticipated above we assign overall conformai weight m to w™, identify in particular

wj"1 = dz + dznt*, (4.38)

and impose the zero curvature conditions

d < 4- /(a + 1) u£ toj 6k+im «a+b
r = 0. (4.39)

At c = —1 this reads simply
dw% = 0. (4.40)

In the parametrization wi t = v = dz vz + dz vz this means

Bsvt = ft»«. (4.41)

The zero curvature conditions of the wedge algebra at level c = 0 reproduce exactly the same
equations as in the SL(2) case, which we have already discussed in great detail there, and we use
the same notations here. The upshot is then that the Beltrami differential ^1

2 and the projective
connection Azz are subject to the equation

dtAzz = {dzdz82 + dz • A« + Azzdz)fi-Z\ (4.42)

For the discussion of the equations at levels c > 1 we follow the strategy of the general case and
separate explicitly the indices c = — 1 and c = 0. Underlined indices ç are then restricted to values
c = c > +1. In this notation the remaining zero curvature conditions for the wedge algebra take
the form

d < + m x'w? + l{a+ 1) «£ «4 Sk+im 8*%
+(m + c + 2) (tz < n + 1 + ( m - ç - 2 ) \ z w™"1 = 0. (4.43)

These equations are still completely general in the sense that no constraints whatsoever have
been imposed on the one forms w™. As to the conformai properties, the one-forms w™ transform
covariantly, with conformai weights m. Taking into account the conformai properties already deter-
mined for the SL{2) substructure, the first two terms provide just the correct covariant derivative,
establishing conformai covariance of the complete zero curvature structure. The SL(2) singlet w" ,
has completely decoupled from the system of zero curvature equations.

To proceed we choose the special parametrization where xz — 0

w z a = ° i f o r - a - l < k < a , (4.44)

at each level a. The only non vanishing 2-component is then denoted
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indicating its conformai weight a + 2. In this parameterization the zero curvature conditions simplify
considerably. To be more explicit, at m < ç we obtain

(m + ç+2)w i £ ' "+ 1 = dz w2™

+ \(c+2 - m)\zz W1J"-1 + (c + 2 - m)(a+ l)to (a+2) wj6*+K_. (4.46)

We use then the explicit form of the equation at m = ç to write that at m = ç + 1 as

dzV(c+2) - Hz* O2W^+2) - (ç+ 2)w(£+2) d.jii2 =

~^-} [ft W + (ç+ I)A22 W2/ + ft (A22^/-1)]

+6E- ( 4 - 4 7 )

After successive substitution the independent conformally covariant variables «f(a+2) together
with their 'duals',

Vz = Vza~ . (4-48)

will appear in differential expressions which are conformally covariant as a consequence of the
inhomogeneous transformation law of the projective connection A22.

Let us illustrate this mechanism with the two simplest examples. For the value ç = +1 we
obtain after straightforward calculation:

ft»i»(3) - fiz* dzw(i) - 3w(3) < W = ^A (5)wf2- (4-49)

The covariant fifth order differential operator appearing here is given as

A(5) = d5 + 283A -f 10\d3 + I5d\d2 + 9d2\d + 16AdA + 16AA5. (4.50)

In the next complicated case, ç = +2, after slightly more tedious algebraic efforts one finds:

(.i) - Hiz ftW(J) - 4ti>(.,) ft^z =

( V ^ ( ) T a ) - (4-51)

Here, on the right hand side, two separately covariant differential expressions appear. The
seventh order covariant differential operator comes out as

A(7) = d7 + 28Aa5 + 7O0A0-' + Md2Ad* + 56O3Ao2

+2054Aa + 355A + 196AAd3 + 588AdAd2

+352Ad2Ad + 295dAdAd + 78Ad1A + UIdAd2A

+288AAAd + 432AAdA. (4.52)

In addition, Q^{w^, v~2) is a covariant expression containing w^ and v~2 (and A22, of course)
with derivatives d2 up to third order:

Q{3)(w{:i),vJ2) = Uw{:i] d\~2 + Udw{3) d2vj2

+6d2tU(3) duj 2 + d3u>(3) V2"
2 + 52w(3) A dv~2

+ 18dw(3) A vj2 + 25w(3) dA vj2 (4.53)
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Clearly, at higher levels of ç the structure of the recursive solution which provides higher and
higher covariant differential expressions requires more and more computational effort, calling for
some algorithm which would allow to extract the results in closed form (possibly employing sym-
plectic techniques as indicated in [26]). This should also help to clarify the geometrical meaning
of the zero curvature structures developped here, a question which undoubtedly deserves further
study.
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5 Supersymmetry

Turning to the supersymmetric case we consider the Lie algebra O5p(l|2)

[ I t , Li] = {k-l)Lk+h

[Lk,GT] (

{Gr,G3} = 2Lr+s, (5.1)

with indices k,l 6 {-1,0,+1} for the even generators and r,s G { — £»+2} ^0T t n e o c ^ generators.
In complete analogy with the bosonic case we define Lie algebra valued one forms

fl = MmLm+FGr. (5.2)

The corresponding fieldstrengths
F = da-nn , (5.3)

are expanded in the same way, i.e.

F = FmLm + $TGr. (5.4)

Observe that in the supersymmetric case we are dealing with differential forms denned with
respect to rigid superspace, i.e.

n = ez n2 + ê Jix- + e0 ng + e6 ns, (5.5)

where the individual coefficients are superfields, i.e. functions which depend not only on coordinates
z, z but on the anticommuting parameters 6,6 as well. Moreover, the frame of rigid superspace
satisfies

de' --, -2ieeee, de' = +2 i eV . (5.6)

The fieldstrength pertaining to the even and odd generators of the Lie algebra OSp(l\2) in our
parametrization are given, respectively, as

F"1 = dM~l + M~lM" + r - î r r - ï ,

F U = dM° + 2M-1M+1 + 2 r - ^ r + j ,

F+ 1 = <iM+1 - M + 1 M U + r+^r+ï, (5.7)

and

§ + ï = JC+J+ \M°T^ - M + 1 T - ? . (5.8)
it

In this general setting we now impose zero curvature conditions and establish, at the same time,
the relation with the superspace Beltrami parametrization, using the conventions of Baulieu et.al.
[16], [17].

We identify in particular

- ^ M " 1 = Mz = e* + e 'M,1 + e'Mg*,

- ^ r - * = Me = e0 + e'Mt* + e° M6
0. (5.9)
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Moreover, adjusting consistently with the overall conformai weights, leads us to define

M0 = x, T+^ EE xe- (5-10)

The zero curvature conditions F " ' = 0 and F~? = 0 take then the form:

dM2 + M2X + 2iM6M6 = 0,

dM0 +-M6X + M2X6 = °- (5-11)

Again, the presence of the constant coefficients in M' and in M° allows to reduce the number
of independent superfields. Straightforward manipulations yield 3

X = M2
Xz+dzM

2,

Xe = M2xze+^M6X1+O1M
6. (5.12)

Reinsertion of these relations in the zero curvature conditions discussed so far gives rise to
equations where xz

 an<l X*e have dropped out and which then serve to express the superfields
MZ

2,MZ
6 and Mg6 in terms of the independent superfield Mg2, as explained in great detail in [17].

At the next level we identify 2iM+i = Xz and write the zero curvature condition F° = 0 in the
form

dx + ̂ iM6X8 + 2M2XZ = 0. (5.13)

This equation renders some of the coefficients of the superspace one form Xz redundant, giving
rise to

2A2 = -dXz +(dzM
2)xz + 4iM6xze + dzdzM* + M2 (2XZZ +dzxz)- (5.14)

So far we have only encountered algebraic relations between superfields. This situation changes
when we consider the last two zero curvature conditions F + 1 = 0 and F + ? = 0 which, with the
identifications introduced so far read:

dXz - A2x 4- 2ixBXe = °» (5-15)

dxe ~ ~XeX + M Xz — 0. (5.16)

These equations simply determine (somewhat loosely speaking) the 9 and 6 components of the
superfield x z$ • More explicitly one finds

DeXz6 = 2 A » ' (5-17)

i.e. the superfield

A,, = 2A21 + O 2 X 2 -^X 2 X, (5-18)

is identified in the 0 component whereas at the 9 level we find the differential constraint

This provides the supersymmetric generalization of the corresponding equation derived in the
SL(2) case, involving the basic superfields Mg2, which generalizes the Beltrami differential, and

3We use here the abbreviation d,MA = e'dzMt
A (- ee8tMgA for A equal z or 8
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Xzoi which generalizes the projective connection. For a more detailed account of this construction
and for the discussion of the structure of superconformai transformations we refer to [24].

In component field language we have [I1*, the usual Beltrami differential and fi2
0, its supersym-

metry partner and, on the other hand, A22, the projective connection and xzo> its supersymmetry
partner (following widespread usage we employed here the same symbols for the superiields and
their lowest components).

The corresponding component field equations are then

^A 2 2 = (dzd2d2 + dz • A22 + Azzd2) pz*

- 4 i (dz-xz0 + 2X2Bd2)(I.
0, (5.20)

and

9.X20 = (dzd, + \\22) K* + (d2 • Xz0 + \xzed2) fit*. (5.21)

A crucial input in our construction of the supersymmetric case was the superfield version of
the Beltrami parametrization, corresponding to the left-right decomposition of two-dimensional
superspace geometry. This means that two copies of the structures described here exist, related to
each other by chiral conjugation. We expect that in the construction of analoguous systems with
extended supersymmetry the corresponding Beltrami parametrizations will provide useful tools as
well. Another interesting question is whether the supersymmetric procedure presented here can
be extended to more general (and more complicated) super Lie algebras, in analogy with recent
constructions of super Toda theories [27].
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6 Conclusions and outlook

We have proposed a constructive procedure to establish relations between simple Lie algebras
and conformally covariant higher order differential operators via zero curvature conditions.

The basic ingredient is the decomposition of the basis of the Lie algebra in terms of representa-
tions with respect to the principal SL{2) subalgebra. The corresponding gauge structure exhibits
then a number of intriguing properties. First of all, conformai covariance is established in assigning
suitable properties under holomorphic coordinate transformations to the gauge potentials in the
principal SL{2) subsector, where, in all cases, Beltrami differential and projective connection are
made to come up. Then, at each spin s ( = a + 1, where a > 0 in our notation) occuring in the
Kostant decomposition of the Lie algebra we identify two conformally covariant fields Jf(,+ i) and
v'* at highest and at lowest weight, respectively.

Conformally covariant constraints can be imposed in a suggestive way such that after taking into
account the recursive structure of the zero curvature equations the independent covariant tensor
variables are (iz

z, vj' and tU(J+1), of conformai weights - 1 , -s and s + 1, respectively.
As a final result, at each spin s occuring one is then left with an equation for d2W(.,+ i) in terms

of covariant differential expressions involving the basic covariant fields together with the projective
connection A22 which ensures conformai covariance.

In particular, at each 3, a v.ovariant differential operator of order 2s -\-1 acting on v~" emerges,
mapping this tensor of conformai weight —a into a conformai tensor of weight s + 1. Other types
of covariant differential expressions, involving the other covariant basic fields, and whose detailed
foi-m depend on the Lie algebra of interest, appear in a completely automatic way as well.

Although the constraints employed here are quite suggestive and have a lot of similarities with
the constraint structure appearing in the WZNW construction of Toda field theories, a better
understanding should be achieved. In particular the remaining gauge invariances deserve further
study. Recall that the constraints serve to eliminate the dz components of the gauge potentials at
each s except for the highest weight one of conformai weight 5 + 1.

As this kind of primary fields appears in the WZNW construction of Toda theories as well, one
might speculate whether the fields vj*, which appear here in a certain dual manner together with
the uj(,+ 1), may serve to formulate some kind of 'gauged' Toda system, thus providing a link with
Wc gravity.

Acknowledgments: R.G. would like to thank F. Delduc, J. Madore, M. Saveliev and in particular
R. Stora for conversations on various aspects of the subject addressed here. We are grateful to L.
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